Babine Lake has a unique population
of large fish-eating rainbow trout,
often called “trophy” rainbows.
There are only 15 other native lake
and reservoir populations in North
America.

How can you help us protect this
irreplaceable watershed?

These trout are predators that grow large by eating kokanee
and young sockeye salmon. They forage widely and attack
aggressively, making them both catchable and exciting for
anglers to have on the line.

Join us in protecting our watersheds by sending a donation
or by making a deposit in our account at the Bulkley Valley
Credit Union in Smithers. Donations from businesses and
individuals allow us to run ads, hold events and produce
materials.

The Babine rainbows congregate in the spring near two
artificial sockeye spawning channels to feed on emerging
fry. They also congregate in the lake’s outlet river to feed
on sockeye smolts that are migrating downriver on their
journey to the ocean. In the spring, fishermen flock to the
outlet river also, thus, it is locally known as “Rainbow Alley”.
The Babine Lake and “Rainbow Alley” sport fishery is one of
most important in the Skeena Region.

Friends of Morice-Bulkley are a grass-roots community
group deeply concerned about the Enbridge Northern
Gateway Pipeline.
Sign the enclosed declaration and return it to Friends of
Wild Salmon.

Enbridge Northern
Gateway Pipeline
threatens Babine
Lake rainbow trout

#
DONATION FORM
The FOMB Fund at Driftwood Foundation supports
the charitable work that we do in public education. If
you would like a Canadian charitable tax receipt, please
make your check payable to Driftwood Foundation (FOMB
Fund). Mail donations to:
Friends of Morice-Bulkley
PO Box 4725, Smithers, BC, Canada
V0J 2N0

Name:
Address:

Email:
Thank you for your donation!

The Sutherland River is critical habitat
for trophy Babine Lake rainbow trout.
The Enbridge Northern Gateway Pipeline
could put them at risk.

A: “Trophy” Babine Lake
rainbow trout and it’s
stomach contents of
juvenile salmon.
B: A section of Enbridge’s
pipeline that burst
in Michigan in 2010,
spilling over 3 million
litres of crude oil into the
Kalamazoo River.

A

The Sutherland River is critical spawning and rearing habitat
for Babine Lake rainbow trout
Natooten and Yekooche First Nations knew these large
rainbows and fished the mouth of the Sutherland River each
spring when mature fish returned to spawn. It was a traditional
food source at the end of winter. The Sutherland River, which
flows into the southeast end of Babine Lake, also supports
sockeye and kokanee spawning and rearing.
Stream inventories and radio-telemetry studies in the late
1980’s found that 66% of rainbow trout in Babine Lake
originated from the Sutherland River. Further, the Sutherland
rainbows are a relatively small race or “stock” of large latematuring trout.
As the importance of the Sutherland was recognized, forest
road-building was curtailed, and a corridor along the river was
protected from further development. A Protected Area and a
Provincial Park along the river corridor were established
by 2000. A Fishing Closure Zone was established at
the southeast end of lake to further protect this
valuable stock.

B

A pipeline failure could put
Sutherland rainbow trout and their
spawning and rearing habitat at risk
The proposed route of the two Enbridge pipelines crosses the
Sutherland Watershed just upstream of the Park and Protected
Area. Despite all the safe-guards put in place to protect this
critical fish habitat, a pipeline failure could result in condensate
and/or heavy crude oil traveling the length of the Sutherland,
potentially resulting in a major fish kill and destruction of
critical fish habitat. Because the Park and Protected Area are
largely unroaded, spill mitigation and clean-up would be
difficult, most likely resulting in long-term fish habitat loss.

Above: The meandering channel of the Sutherland River provides critical
spawning and rearing habitat for rainbow trout. A pipeline oil spill here
could result in long-term habitat loss.

University of Windsor conducted genetic analysis of Babine
Lake rainbow trout in 2010. This study, which distinguished
genetic markers linking fish to their natal streams, confirmed
earlier findings. Two-thirds of all rainbow trout in Babine
Lake come from the Sutherland. The large (total length over
50 cm) rainbows genetically linked to the Sutherland move
throughout the lake and into “Rainbow Alley”. In fact, 85% of
the “trophy” rainbows sampled were Sutherland River stock.

